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Parish Mission Statement: To proclaim and live the Orthodox Christian Faith in its fullness as faithful members of the Body of Christ.

Message from Fr. Dionysios
On September 1st of each year we celebrate the Ecclesiastical New
Year. The Apolytikion Hymn of the feast states:
Creator of the universe, setting times and seasons by Your sole authority,
bless the cycle of the year of Your grace, O Lord, guarding our rulers and
Your nation in peace, at the intercession of the Theotokos, and save us.
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The New Year is here. Society has implemented a tradition for those who wish to make
resolutions which they will follow for the upcoming year and accomplish various goals. As
Orthodox Christians, it is incumbent upon each of us to revisit our personal lives to ensure that we are learning, growing, and becoming true to our call of becoming saints!
As the hymn highlights, we ask for our loving Lord to bless us throughout the year by His
grace and for the Theotokos to intercede for each of us.
Any resolution that is made needs something very important, that of endurance. In
Matthew 24:13 it states, “he who endures to the end will be saved.” We as the Church,
as individuals of the Body of Christ, must encourage one another to sustain the spiritual
struggle of growing in Christ.
Take the long-distance runner, who runs every day, under all weather conditions even
when it snows. They have found a way to continue their routine and maintain their own
level of fitness. They endure all weather conditions because keeping a healthy body, a
healthy lifestyle, is a priority in their lives.
Many of us to have struggled at some point in our lives with our physical condition and
tried to adapt a physical routine, something that will make us not only look good but most
importantly feel good. But as important is to take care our body, our physical health, is
even more important to maintain our spiritual health.

A spiritual endurance that will sustain our spiritual health and allow us to endure all the
struggles that before us in life. This is an important resolution my brothers and sisters in
Christ to focus on for this year.
St. John Climacus, the author of the work “The Ladder of the Divine Ascent”, a great
book for anyone to read to be inspired by his ascetic guidance and examples of how to
live a spiritual life, witnesses to the real spiritual struggle that is needed from all of us for
entrance into the Kingdom of God. In his work, he advises and gives encouragement for
the faithful to keep the goal of spiritual endurance.
Continued on page 2...
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There are various steps that bring us closer to God, but all these steps need endurance. In order to stay on the ladder, moving up
from rung to rung, in order to ascend we must face all spiritual challenges and sustain our spiritual health and endure.
The icon of the Ladder of Divine Ascent is a stark representation
of endurance. As you can see, it shows angels helping us up the
ladder towards Christ and demons pulling us off the ladder and
our salvation.
In the book St. John writes about 33 rungs of the ladder we climb
in our ascent to heaven and each one of them represent a different Christian virtue (obedience, repentance, love, humility, on
meekness, on remembering of death, and of prayer). His inspiration comes from a similar story that we find in the book of Genesis
in the Old Testament, the story of Jacob’s Ladder, of how he saw
angels going up and down the ladder with Jesus Christ at the top
in Heaven.
The Ladder instructs every Christian with examples of how to
grow and progress in their ascetic labors in order to build spiritual
endurance.
This work of St. John Climacus, although written for monastics, is
referenced by Christians across the world that want to live piously
following the instruction on how to pass from one step to another
growing closer to God.

Jesus Christ said to his disciples, “He who endures to the end will
be saved” (Matthew 24:13). And, in Matthew 7:13 He said, "Strive
to enter in through the narrow gate."
How can these things be attained? A Christian ought to be an
ascetic in their lives.
This type of endurance is achieved through humility, forgiveness,
repentance, but most important through Love for one another and
God our Creator. It is ultimately about carrying the cross of Christ,
for as it is written, "He that would come after Me, let him take up his cross, deny himself, and follow Me" (Matthew 16:24).
Taking up our crosses and bearing them in our lives must be an ascetic labor. We need to spiritually ascend as up the steps of a
ladder. We will receive the strength we need to ascend this ladder, to overcome our obstacles and as spiritual athletes endure
through our problems knowing that help is here, present with us from God, the saints, and our loving mother, the Mother of God,
the Theotokos.
St. John Chrysostom said, “Nothing is mightier than the man who prays sincerely.” It is so important to remember that as
Christians, our path is one of ascetical labor. We are called to do this in our whole life, in labor and toil bearing the cross we are
given. All of us are called to do this, and walk up the Ladder of Divine Ascent, striving to move closer and closer to God; otherwise, we find ourselves falling, and moving away.
So, let the focus for this Ecclesiastical New Year be what the scriptures keep telling us, that of spiritual endurance!
And how do we do this? Step by step and day by day. Little goals can build great spiritual endurance:
Continued on page 3...
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•

Arrive to church services on time whether in person or
online

•

Ask for forgiveness from family, friends, Christian brothers
and sisters in our parish

•

Pray daily

•

Help those in need even by contacting them over the phone

•

Participate in the sacraments as much as you are able to
do so during this time of social distancing

•

Put your God-given talents to use for the glory of God

•

Read the Bible and the lives of the saints

•

Observe the fasting seasons

•

Donate the things you do not need

•

Get involved in volunteering
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Let us remember this: stay on the ladder, to be fit, and to have a
direction upwards, ascending to God and enduring all the spiritual
challenges and sustain your spiritual health.
Saint John Climacus described to us the ladder of a spiritual
ascent. Let us not forget that each Christian must ascend. We must
endure until the end as the Lord instructs us. We must become
athletes of Christ, endure all difficulties, and sustain grow in our
spiritual struggles.
My brothers and sisters in Christ, in the words of Saint John
Climacus, “Faith gives wings to prayer.” Prayer is one resolution, a
rung on the Ladder of Divine Ascent, which will bear the fruit of
knowing God.
No matter what difficulties are coming our way. We must strive to
be on that ladder, to be persistent and stay together showing others
the way to salvation. May God bless all of us with grace to grow
and come closer to Him, to build endurance, to finish the race and
become saints in the Kingdom of Heaven!
Let us all be transformed and live a new life in Christ in this ongoing
journey towards our salvation this Ecclesiastical New Year! May it
be a wonderful fruitful year with all that is good from above!
With love in Christ,
Fr. Dionysios Koulianos
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The Apostle is the newsletter of
St. George Greek Orthodox Cathedral of Western MA., Inc.
22 St. George Road Springfield, MA 01104
Telephone: 413-737-1496
E-mail: stgeorgeculturalcenter@gmail.com
An online version is also available anytime at our web site:
stgeorgecath.org under “Welcome”.

Do you hear what I hear?
It’s been almost a year since we heard bells at the
beginning of the Doxology but they are back. Such a
sweet sound welcoming the community.
Thank you Fr. Dionysios.
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To subscribe to The Apostle and to receive e-mail notifications
of all the news and activities at St. George, simply go to
stgeorgecath.org and click on “Subscribe to Mailings” under the
“Welcome” heading.

The President’s Post
2020 has brought us many positive changes. We are blessed to have Fr Dionysios as our spiritual leader here at St
George. Parish Council has stayed together for an additional year as the terrific group that we are.
Cameron Walker has joined us as our new office manager. He embodies the dedication and willingness to work hard
for his love of St George. Sandy Fiore continues to perform the bookkeeping duties for us and she remains the faithful
parishioner and Sunday School teacher she always was.
Deacon James is here every week assisting Fr. Dionysios and we are thankful for his devotion. Projects, large and small, continue to
come to fruition albeit slower than usual. The building committee continues to work hard towards a positive outcome.
While a lot has changed, a lot remains the same. As we move forward, with faith and caution let us remember to open our hearts and
let God guide us. With the hard work of Fr. Dionysios and Presbytera Maria, every single ministry continues to grow and thrive.
My sincere respect and thanks to everyone who makes St George happen.
Respectfully submitted
Elizabeth Pappas Frogameni
Parish Council President.

SUNDAY SCHOOL STUDENTS STAY CONNECTED TO THEIR FAITH
ZOOM IT IS, until classes begin in the Fall!!
To say that we miss all of our students and families is an understatement, but thanks to the programs initiated by Father
Dionysios and Presbytera Maria, our efforts continue to keep our students connected with one another and with their
Faith. We are here for our families offering some learning, some outreach and a chance to talk about their weekly activities as we are all living through some trying times. Whether its:
•

Storytime with Presbytera Maria & Stephanie Giannakopoulos (every Monday at 7:30PM); or

•

Church Chat with Father Dionysios and Kathy Mouneimneh (coming soon every Sunday at 2PM - Middle - High School Students); or

•

our newest addition, Saints, Our Friends, Their Lessons with Father & Presbytera, (coming soon every Monday at 5PM - for
our students who are 11 - 14 yrs of age).

Carving out 1/2 hour to an hour a week to participate is not asking for much....Our community is
blessed to be able to offer these programs - we seem to be one of the few that do. And by the
way, you don’t have to be a Sunday School student to participate - adults are welcome, as are
our extended family members and friends by contacting Father Dionysios at the church office.
Families from other communities are also participating.
So as the school year has come to a close, we would also like to recognize our two senior high
school Sunday School graduates; Toni Perakis, daughter of Steven and Mary Perakis, and
Alexa Moutafis, daughter of John and Leslie Moutafis. Both of these young ladies have attended our Sunday School program since toddlers and are familiar to our community having participated in many of our youth ministries and community outreach programs through the years.
Toni will be attending the University of Massachusetts and majoring in Communications. Alexa
will be attending the University of Miami, majoring in Microbiology and Immunology. We are
beyond proud of the accomplishments of both of these young ladies and wish them the very best in their college studies. We look
forward to congratulating them on their success in person at a short recognition we are planning at the end of Divine Liturgy before
they head off to college.
Last but not least, as we have started to worship as a Christian family in our Cathedral, it is wonderful to see some our families worshipping together and some of the altar boys assisting Father Dionysios, Deacon James and his sons. As time goes on, we expect to
communicate our plans for this Fall, similar to and in line with the guidelines that will be required in the public school systems.
Stay strong and healthy and keep the Faith,
Despina Costa and the Sunday School Volunteers
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St. George Cathedral
Storytime with
Presbytera Maria
JOIN US EVERY

FRIDAY AT 7PM ET

Saint George Cathedral Storytime is a weekly program that shares
books focused on the Orthodox faith. Each week a book will be read
and then there will be a short discussion following. It is an interactive
time with books, videos, and song! Children will:

S
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· Have fellowship with other youth
· Have the opportunity to engage in a story and the Faith
· Have the platform to ask questions
· Foster a love of Orthodoxy
· Grow excitement which will encourage ongoing learning
This program is geared for youth up to and including elementary
school. Please REGISTER for this program by clicking HERE: https://
forms.gle/S4n1FykS21Pn86nJ9
ZOOM ROOM LOGON INFORMATION WILL BE
SENT VIA EMAIL
TO ALL REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS

LET US LIFT UP OUR HEARTS!

Original Art in the Sand by Eleni Gouzounis
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GLENDI

What is Glendi?
First of all Glendi translated from the Greek means party, celebration or festival. Glendi started in 1978
through the imagination of Jim Shenas.
Let's start over a year earlier. The St. George parish purchased the Memorial Square Library for $1.00 from
the City of Springfield. Under the leadership of Jim Shenas the first Glendi was held on a very warm late
October 22nd weekend. Unlike our recent Glendi events most of the activities and dining was held in a circus
size tent. Dancing was, as it still is, in the amphitheater with large crowds. Some dancing was held in the huge tent. Most of the
musicians were St. George parishioners.
Retired and beloved priest Fr Joseph Xanthopoulos, along with his daughter Lillian Pappas, flew in from Des Plains IL. I believe
Fr X was close to 100 years old at the time. His presence was overwhelming and welcomed by all of the St. George Parishioners
especially the Lebanese parishioners. Fr X was born in Egypt of Greek and Syrian parents and spoke fluent Arabic. That being
said during the year, especially Easter and other major holyday, Fr X would mix Greek and Arabic during the liturgy to the delight
of the St. George's Lebanese members.
What was the purpose for Glendi in the first place? Starting as a fundraising event for balancing the annual budget it has become
the major fundraiser each year since the 1978 event.
It gave the citizens of Springfield area and surrounding cities and towns to experience homemade traditional Greek dishes, pastries, music and dancing and exposed many to the Hellenic culture. The only problem was when the word got out from advertising
and the TV stations coverage parking was a problem. Especially since the loss of parking space due to the size of the tent. But this
didn't deter anyone from attending. As many have said throughout the years, "cannot wait to attend Glendi every year and have a
gyro meal" Or see some of my Greek friends. Added in recent years is a tour of the Cathedral and the Panagia Chapel. The
Cathedral tour for many is very special to see this edifice built in 1868 and part of on the list of National Historical sites.
In 1979 Archbishop Iokavas consecrated The Greek Cultural. His Archdeacon was our present Boston Diocese Metropolitan
Archbishop Methodios. I believe it was then when St. George Greek Orthodox Church was named St. George Greek Orthodox
Cathedral of Western MA.
I personally am blessed to have a profession to record many of the St. George events starting in 1952. I am thrice blessed to be
the General Chair of Glendi. Unfortunately, because of the pandemic, Glendi 2020 as you all know has been cancelled. Hopefully this pandemic will be gone in time for Glendi 2021. God Bless St. George Cathedral and all of its Parishioners and our
Fr. Dionysios Koulianos.
Last but not least the success of every Glendi since 1978 would have been impossible without all the volunteers and workshop
coordinators working several thousand of hours over the 42 year period. We have to thank God for his guidance through these
many years.
Since 1978 Glendi has become a beacon for St. George and the City of Springfield and held the first weekend after Labor Day. By
then school are in session and most vacationers are back home and ready for loukoumathes. Gyro meals and even some ouzo or
spanakopita or baklava and the sound of Hellenic music and dancing. Many of St. George college students that have already gone
back to school usually attend the three day event and even
work in the food line or the other locations.
I should mention that other than local TV and newspaper advertising the entire world knew about the St. George Glendi
thanks to Facebook posts with a plethora of photographs.
People from all over New England and the Eastern seaboard
would attend by St. George members that had moved away.
A stranger/Xeno is a friend that you haven't met yet. Many
strangers that attended Glendi usually leave having met that
special individual or even an entire family or an old friend they
haven't seen in years. I can personally attest to this scenario.
An old friend from Westfield, now living in MD, has attended
the last two Glendi's having seen the announcement on
Facebook.

(Billboard Picture of Cathedral by Xenophon Beake)
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Treasurer’s Report
Hello everyone! I pray that all of you and your families are healthy and staying safe during these troubled times.
Fiscal Year 2020 started out a bit rough as we waited for a new priest to be assigned to us, and then the Covid-19
crisis came. The economy fell into recession, and market values plummeted. Not only did our Investment Funds
drop in value, but normal church services and stewardship came to a halt! This situation was unheard of in our time!
We had to figure out a whole new way to connect with the church and each other, during this time of social distancing
and self-quarantine. During this time we have had to use $40,000 from available Restricted Funds and another
$40,000 in interest from the Strategic Investment Fund, (Thank you, Mr. Roukas!). Having put a plan together, we sent out information, and Fr. Dionysios spoke to you all during our streaming services, to tell you how to continue your stewardship. You responded fervently and with great joy! Even though we were separated, we were still connected by our love for God and each other!
During July and August, stewardship has kept up with our incoming bills! Stay safe and keep up the Good Works!
Account Descriptions
General Operating Checking
Glendi Checking
Restricted Account Checking
Petty Cash
Total Available Cash Funds
Combined CD
Building Fund
Vogian Scholarship
Papadoulias Scholarship
Total CDs

$

1/20/2020
9,491.04
6,099.91
152,177.74
500.00
168,268.69

$

55,502.59
41,419.84
41,143.71
138,066.14

Strategic Investment Fund

$

3/16/2020
15,143.96
6,766.65
174,966.68
500.00
197,377.29

8/17/2020
46,501.65
6,767.77
100,669.55
500.00
$ 154,438.97

$

55,844.59
41,675.07
41,397.24
138,916.90

56,000.65
41,791.53
41,512.92
$ 139,305.11

5,155,964.27

4,099,767.36

4,862,610.14

Endowment Fund

$

1,380,274.52

$

1,040,834.93

$ 1,300,830.58

Total Current Assets

$

6,842,573.62

$

5,476,896.48

$6,457,184.80

Riverdale Imports

—————————————————————

JOSEPH S. SPANO

413-537-7283

jspano911@yahoo.com

We’ve sold quality cars for 30 years and
we also buy any car, including antiques
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Graduate Spotlight
Christopher Michael Rooney
From an early age Christopher knew he wanted to work outside in the construction trades as a heavy
equipment operator. Growing up in Goshen, MA; attending Smith Vocational and Agricultural High
School; running a small lawn care business; and working CO-OP for the last two years of high school
has prepared him for the challenges ahead. For many years he also served as an altar boy for St.
George Cathedral. SVAHS has given Christopher valuable skills in many areas in the Horticulture / Forestry fields. He was able to compete at the State level in the hardscape patio/ stone wall building competition. Then went on to represent his school and Massachusetts in Forestry at the National FFA Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana. Now he is working for the Town of Goshen, Highway Department as a
Skilled Laborer/Equipment Operator. As an essential employee, when Covid-19 started he was able to
finish his schooling remotely and work full time. He continues to work and train for his Commercial Drivers License and Hoisting
License. Christopher wishes to thank his parents, family and friends for giving him the support needed to reach these goals.
Alexander Kavrakis
Parents: Angelo & Mary Kavrakis
Grandparents: Gus & Mary Kavrakis
I am a 2020 graduate of Longmeadow High School. During my time at LHS, I had a deep interest in math and science and concentrated much of my coursework in these areas. I also have a great love for the sport of skiing and raced competitively for Longmeadow High School and Berkshire East Race Teams.

Coupling my interest in the sciences with my desire to ‘help others’, I will be furthering my education in the
Doctor of Physical Therapy program at the University of Hartford.

Ronald McDonald House
Although the Volunteer Meal Program at the Ronald McDonald House continues to be on hold due to the
pandemic, there are other ways that the St. George community can help…
The RMDH is currently hosting families who have children in the neonatal intensive care unit at Bay
State Medical Center, and they are in need of store bought, quick, grab and go, food items such as
breakfast foods, granola/cereal bars, chips, crackers, or other snack type food.

Items may also be ordered from the comfort of your own home. Click here to view the RMDH wish list
on Amazon. Anything ordered on the list will be delivered directly to the Ronald McDonald House. (You
may note on your order that your gift is on behalf of St. George Cathedral.)
Monetary donations are always welcomed, and may be sent directly to the Ronald McDonald House or
to St. George Cathedral c/o Philoptochos.
If you have any questions, please contact Eleni Hogan at ehogan14@cox.net.
The families at the RMDH thank you for your help and generosity!
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Christ our God, bless the food and drinks of your servants for you are Holy now and forever and unto the
ages of ages amen.
We are very pleased to say that the Loaves and Fishes ministry is continuing with several volunteers working to provide meals for the soup kitchen at the South
Congregational Church (SCC) in Springfield. Since
the beginning of the COVID 19 outbreak, even though
the SCC has closed its dining room, the SCC volunteers have been boxing up meals and distributing
them among the needy. Many of our St. George family members have stepped up to prepare and deliver
either lunches or dinners for up to 150 people who
depend on the kindness of others for their meals. Our
service has been especially appreciated by the SCC
volunteers since many of the groups that normally
provide meals have not been able to do so during
these trying times. Our deepest gratitude goes out to
Paul Papadakis, George Andros, Ellen and Evangelos
Bletsos, Sheila Joseph, Carol Domaingue, Sharon
Rovithis, Stella Zafirakopoulos, Maria Lough, Deb
Ciejek, Dave and Despina Costa, Eleni and Jim Hogan, Cameron and Kate Walker, Joseph Spano, Nancy Suchak, Aristea and Al Fenney, Phil and Penny
Goncalves, and Gus Mouneimneh who have worked
together at various times and have provided these
meals twice a month since March. Many thanks also
go to Father Dionysios for his help and support for
this worthwhile program. Anyone who is interested
in volunteering to prepare meals, please email
Kathy Mouneimneh at:
itsabouttime13@comcast.net and she will give
you a schedule of dates/times available.
IN EXPRESSION OF GRATITUDE AND APPRECIATION
The families of Angeliki Varelakis would like to thank the many families in the St. George Community for your generous and very
thoughtful outpouring of love, support, thoughts and prayers during the days and weeks that followed the passing of our beloved
mom and yiayia and soon to be pro-yiayia; it was great comfort to us during this most difficult time. Mom (yiayia) was a source of
great joy in our lives, even in her most recent years and challenges with dementia. She was blessed to be a part of the St. George
Community for over 62 years, and through the years, when she could no longer be in church, was so grateful for the visits (with
sweet treats), cards , flowers and wishes sent by our parishioners, and the many visits and blessings by Father Chris and the annual JOY Christmas Carolers. This kindness brought so much happiness to mom (yiayia) and will never be forgotten by us.
With heartfelt love and sincere appreciation, Despina & David Costa & family, and Steven & Karen Varelakis & family
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2020 Philoptochos membership is 85 members strong. Thank you to all who continue to
support Philoptochos. It’s never too late to become a member. This ecclesiastical year, we
contributed to the following commitments:
National Commitments totaled $4,990.00
Metropolis Commitments totaled $1,265.00
We contributed $1,275.00 to our local charities in our community
Please visit www.philoptochos.org to view our National Commitments and www.boston.goarch.org/ministries/philoptochos for Metropolis commitments. We cannot thank you enough for all your support this year considering all the struggles we have been
through. The 2020 National Philoptochos Biennial Virtual Convention was held on August 20th and 21st . We were inspired with
great ideas for charitable works and look forward to implementing them in the near future. On Saturday, recipients of the AGAPE
award were profiled and we are very happy that our very own Denise Reed was selected as the AGAPE award winner for the Metropolis of Boston. Please continue to be safe and thank you to all who make Philoptochos a success.
God Bless, Penny Goncalves and the Philoptochos Board
“Each one should use whatever gift he has received to serve others, faithfully administering God’s grace in its various
forms.”
~ 1 Peter 4:10
From the President, Panagiota Roumeliotis: We would like to welcome Fr. Dionysios
and Presbytera Maria to their new parish. We pray that God will keep them healthy and
give them the strength and wisdom to take on the mission of leading the parishioners of
St. George towards stronger Christian lives. To all the members of the Over 60 Club,
we wish them to be healthy and follow the guidance we are getting from the scientists
and our leaders. Always wear your masks when we are in close spaces and keep our
distances from each other. Very soon, Covid-19 will be history! I hope very soon that we will be allowed
to meet again to continue the program that our ancestors started and that we love so much. I wish that
day will come very soon. With great respect, The Council of the Over 60 Club.
Dear students and parents of our Greek school,
Greetings to all. First and foremost, I hope that all of you are
staying well. As a spiritual family, we are adjusting to the current circumstances that all of us are facing during this unprecedented time. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak our
Greek school closed in mid-March. Immediately we continued
the lessons via email. None of us realized the severity of the pandemic and its longevity. Words are inadequate to express the pride
and gratitude to our teachers, students and parents for your efforts in keeping up with the lessons. We paused for our summer
break, but never stopped looking forward and planning for the fall.
We believe the education that we provide to our children, our students is an essential one, and we are committed
to continue educating them in a safe and responsible manner. We think it is important to keep you informed of the measures that we
are taking to ensure the health and safety of our students, teachers and family members. As you would expect, all decisions that we
are making are being guided by mandates from Governor Charlie Baker, the counsel of outside health experts, including the CDC,
local health authorities, public and private schools, our Metropolis and Archdiocese.
Taking all COVID-19 developments under consideration as we prepare the commencement of our Greek school mid to late October
via zoom until further notice. Teachers, students, parents, the entire family along with Father Dionysios’ s support and blessings will
get us through this difficult time. Yes, we can do it! Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any further questions or
concerns. I will do my best to respond to everyone as quickly as possible. You will be notified of the exact commencement
date. Καλη Χρονια! Liza E. Pappas, Greek School Director
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Student’s Viewpoint
My name is Irini Mahida; I live in Great Barrington, Massachusetts
with my parents and brother. Over the years, being apart of the
Saint George Community has taught me a lot and made me feel
like I am a part of another family.
When I first started Sunday school, I wasn’t part of any church
groups. The youth ministry programs at Saint George helped me
connect and learn about my faith more in-depth and teach me
things I wouldn’t learn in regular school. I
created close relationships with my Sunday school teachers over the years, and I
am still close with them to this day.

Once I got into elementary and middle
school grades, I joined the Junior Choir. I
enjoy singing so I decided to keep going
with that. In fifth grade, I started going to
MBC. I had an amazing first summer there. I found a stronger connection with my faith, met new friends and sang more. I went to
camp at MBC for a total of 5 years, including fall and winter camps.
Next year, I hope to be on staff at the camp.
Once I got into the 7th Grade, I joined GOYA. I made quite a few
more friends through the program and have been the Vice President for the past four years. It taught me what it is like to be in leadership roles. I have also been a Glendi Greek dancer for 10 years. I
have made a bunch of close friends and created a stronger bond
with my Hellenic side. It’s a very rewarding feeling to show off my
dance skills at Saint George’s annual Greek Festival, Glendi. I always look forward to it every year. Since attending MBC, my interest in Byzantine Chant has grown so much that I decided to ask
our choir director if I could start chanting at services with her and
she agreed. I have become more confident in myself to sing in front
of the parish. I enjoy singing this type of music and I hope to study
it more once I get into college. Saint George has given me a very
strong foundation of being part of the Greek Orthodox Church. It
has helped shape my appreciation for our Orthodox faith, nourished me to grow with it, and stay with it for as long as I live.

C’JACK REALTY
ASSOC.
Real Estate Development

P.O. Box 476
West Springfield, MA
01089
CHRISTOPHER CIEJEK
General Partner
413-739-0670

Prayer of a Student
“Christ my Lord, the Giver of light and wisdom, who opened the

eyes of the blind man and transformed the fishermen into wise
heralds and teachers of the gospel through the coming of the
Holy Spirit, shine also in my mind the light of the grace of the
Holy Spirit. Grant me discernment, understanding and wisdom
in learning. Enable me to complete my assignments and to
abound in every good work, for to You I give honor and glory.
Amen.”
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Michael Contakis
Jonathan Bills
Joseph Govine
Andrew & Catherine Walsh
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ST. GEORGE ENDOWMENT TRUST
Dear Parishioners and Friends of St. George,
This is only the third Apostle newsletter since the beginning of the year and it is the result of the restrictions and
lack of pertinent information from month to month due to the effects of the coronavirus epidemic. We hope that
all parishioners were vigilant and stayed safe through this unprecedented period in time.
Portfolio Update
During the months of May, June, July and August the Trust’s portfolio value had steadily risen in concert with the equity markets
resurgence during this period in time. After experiencing losses in late February, March and most of April, as a result of the COVID19 epidemic the portfolio has regained over 100% of its lost value as of August 21, 2020. Continuing improvement in the capital
markets will depend on stabilizing the spread of this terrible pandemic. If there is a “second wave” of wide spread infections it will be
interpreted as a negative for the markets and for reviving the stalled economy. In fact some states, mainly Arizona, California, Florida and Texas, have recently been overwhelmed with new infections while other states seem to have flattened the curve of new infections.
100 Club Update
I would like to express my deepest appreciation to the following nineteen parishioners and friends of St. George for continuing their
membership to the 100 Club from 4/1/20 to 8/21/20:
Charlie & Sue Alvanos, Nick Alvanos, Dan & Diane Arventos, Demos & Ralitsa Axas,
Chris & Debbie Ciejek, Gloria D’Angelo, Chuck & Marcia Eliopoulos, Jan Ghareeb,
Sheila Joseph, Georgette Laios/Mary Ellen Knapp, Gus & Maria Levanos, Angelo
Metzidakis, Bessie Metzidakis, Nick & Maria Papadoulias, Diane & Joe Polys, Bob &
Tina Schmidt, Bob & Margaret Schwarz, Sandy & Victor Shibley, Stan & Aphro Wojnar
The following is the list of the forty (40) 100 Club members from 1/1/20 to 8/21/20:
Charlie & Sue Alvanos, Nick Alvanos, Dan & Diane Arventos, Demos & Ralitsa Axas,
Stefanos & Joanne Axas, Nick & Estelle Bazos, Charlie & Virginia Ciantra, Chris &
Debbie Ciejek, Peter Coscore, Gloria D’Angelo, Peter & Zoe Demos, Chuck & Marcia
Eliopoulos, Sandra Dakis-Fiore, Jan Ghareeb, Sheila Joseph, Ray & Ann Judycki, Thea Katsounakis, Tony & Barbara Lalikos, Georgete Laios/Mary Ellen Knapp, Gus & Maria Levanos, Philip & Evangelia Loukellis, George & Connie Manioudakis, Steve & Anastasia Marangoudakis, Angelo Metzidakis, Bessie Metzidakis, Kathy Mouneimneh,
Nick & Maria Papadoulias, John & Liza Pappas, Diane & Joe Polys, Andy & Doreen Psilakis, Bob & Tina Schmidt,
Bob & Margaret Schwarz, Gary & Marie Setian, Sandy & Victor Shibley, Joe Spano, Kiki Trial, Steve & Eva Trikas,
Georgia Williams, Stan & Aphro Wojnar, Anonymous
TO ALL OF THE ABOVE A HEARTFELT THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNWAVERING SUPPORT AND GENEROSITY.
Andy Psilakis
Chair, Endowment Trust Committee
Theodore P. Carellas

William G. Carellas

Carellas Insurance Agency, Inc.
HOMEOWNERS □ AUTO □ COMMERCIAL

207 Park Avenue
West Springfield, MA 01089
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Child’s Morning Prayer: Lord Jesus, I thank You for the gift of this new day. When You came to earth for us, You grew as a child
in wisdom and grace. As Lord, You received children in Your arms. You blessed them and said that Your kingdom belongs to them.
Dear Jesus, receive me also on this day and hear my morning prayer. Bless my parents, teachers, and all those who love and care
for me. Bless me, also, and protect me from danger and evil. Give me strength to be truthful, honest, kind, and helpful to others.
Guide me to grow as a member of Your kingdom. You are my Lord and King, and to You I give praise and thanks forever.
Well here we are, six months later. It is hard to
believe we have not seen each other since
March, summer has flown by and we are now
getting ready to begin a new school year. I hope
this message finds you and your loved ones
well. Although it has been a crazy time in our lives, remember the
extra time you’ve spent with your family is priceless.
Over the past few months Presbytera Maria and I have been holding
a zoom story time once a week. It has been such a nice way to stay
connected with our youth as well as keeping them
connected to God. Each week we read a book,
hold discussions, ask questions and share stories
with one another. Story time has become a highlight of many families week and we truly love our
time together. Thank you to all the families that
join us week after week. If you are interested in
joining us please reach out to Presbytera Maria
(mkoulianos@hchc.edu) or myself
(stavroula.giannakopoulos@gmail.com) for login information. Currently we meet on Mondays at 7:30.
I want to wish you a wonderful school year. I know this year will be
very different, but remember “You’ve got this” and God is always by
your side. When you’re happy, sad, nervous, overwhelmed, etc. God
is with you. Don’t ever hesitate to talk to him, ask for help, guidance
and prayer. Sending you all my love and well wishes. I miss you all
and can’t wait until we can meet in person again. God Bless you
always. Love, Miss Stephanie
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We hope that everyone is doing well
and enjoying the nice summer weather.
First, we would like to congratulate
our fellow GOYA members, Toni Perakis and Alexandra Moutafis, as
they head off to college. We wish
them well!
Autumn is just around the corner and we would like to welcome back all of our GOYA members, new and existing!
Last year we started out strong before the pandemic hit.
We went to Mike’s Corn Maze, participated in the Crop
Walk, went bowling at Shaker Bowl, had a movie night/pot
luck, helped make Christmas Cards for the
nursing home, made sandwiches for the
Springfield Rescue Mission, filled Christmas stockings for the children at Christina’s Place, attended a Thunderbirds
Hockey Game, visited the Vero Nursing
Home in South Hadley, collected money
for Souper Bowl Sunday to feed the hungry and enjoyed
a GOYA Christmas Party. Unfortunately, the pandemic hit
and we had to stop for the remainder of the year. Father
Dionysios is anxious to meet with the GOYA and plan another year of fun and fellowship. You won’t be disappointed!
Stay tuned for our first event in September.
GOYA Advisors Shari Patrakis and Kim Manioudakis

STEWARDSHIP
REPORT
I hope under the present circumstances that you enjoyed
the beautiful weather during
the summer months. This has
definitely been the best time for
all of us to develop strong relationships with God and with
each other.
As you know, Stewardship provides the foundation for our parish ministries and our efforts in meeting the challenges of spreading
Christ’s Word and our Orthodox Faith.
We want to thank all of you who are a part of
our community. Each and every one of us has a God given
gift and together we are using our gifts to enhance the growth
of our spiritual community and our spiritual ministries.
Our stewardship had lagged behind during the summer
months with those offering what they could. Just like the boy
who offered his five loaves and two fish, we offer each other
what we have. Please continue and don’t hesitate to send in
a stewardship contribution. You can do this during the Sunday
collections, mail, or use of PayPal on the St. George
webpage. Heartfelt thanks again for your continued support
to St. George!
“Happy Birthday” to all parishioners that celebrate their birthday in October, November and December. Belated birthday
wishes for the June, July, August, and September celebrations.
May God continue to bless you and your family. STAY SAFE!
STAY HEALTHY!
Yours in Stewardship
Peter W. Coscore
“Each one should use whatever gift he has
received to serve others, faithfully administering God’s
grace in its various forms.”

CANCER BENEFIT CONCERT CANCELLED
It is with great sadness that we
announce that the annual Christmas Concert to benefit cancer
research cannot be held this
year.
Due to the pandemic, Westfield
State University will not be able
to participate, either with instruments or voices, and they make
up a large part of the concert program.
Even if they were able to participate, the gathering of so many
people to hear the concert would pose too much of a risk.
We hope that things will return to something approaching normal
and that we will be able to hold the concert next year.
Christmas Concert committee and the Parish Council

Funerals
May God Rest Their Souls
January 14,2020
January 30, 2020
February 5, 2020
February 6, 2020
February 18, 2020
March 6, 2020
March 29, 2020
March 30, 2020
April 1, 2020
April 22, 2020
April 25, 2020
April 26, 2020
April 30, 2020
May 11, 2020
June 9, 2020
June 22, 2020
August 22, 2020
August 23, 2020
August 31, 2020

Baptisms

PayPal Donation Button Added to Website
Would you like to charge your stewardship? Now, you can
simply go onto our website—www.stgeorgecath.org—and
scroll down to the yellow donation button which will allow you
use a credit card to make a donation to St. George. This payment will go through the PayPal system and St. George will be
able to retrieve it very easily. You may, if desired, even pay
your stewardship this way.

George Anamisis
Bessie Kirkitelos
Emilios Mavroudhis
Vlasia Fuda
Rebecca Mathews
Christos A Tapases
John C. Nekitopoulos
Eunice Athens DeMarsh
Vasileke "Bessie" (Manioudakis)
Metzidakis
Raymond Kalita
Angeliki Varelakis
George A. Varelas
Tula Nickolaides
Catherine “Nina” Mechas Trubounis
Alkmini (Marangoudakis) Peroulakis
George Mandrus
Eleftheria (Anezakis) Manolarakis
Philip C. Loukellis
Sophia (Diamantis) Mistos

June 7, 2020
September 12, 2020
September 12, 2020

Domenic Paul Rivers
George Theocletos Theocles
Daphne Adriani Papamarkakis

Weddings
June 19, 2020
September 19, 2020
October 3, 2020
October 10, 2020
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Nick Kraver & Laura Sarkis
Tanner Bathel & Stephanie Scherpa
Peter Demetriou and Angela Lecours
Daniel Janisieski and Alexandra
Govine

Kitchen Remodel Update

Old Old Kitchen

As was scheduled during the planning phase of the project, the kitchen renovation was
substantially completed by the end of February and within budget. Although the demolition phase of the construction unmasked unexpected problems, they were timely and
efficiently resolved due to the professional efforts of the construction team and equipment vendors. All that remains to complete the project is delivery and installation of
shelving, drawers and cabinets that will occur as soon as Covid 19 restrictions are
lifted.
This kitchen remodel project was complex for many reasons. The design had to satisfy today's building codes and three different types of use conditions 1) basic operations of a restaurant with sanitary concerns; 2) "Glendi” with its diverse operational
characteristics; and 3) requirements for a fee-based contracted catering service to
effectively support public functions in our large and/or small hall(s). To add to the
challenge, all these different conditions had to be satisfied within the very limited
available square footage of the existing kitchen footprint and surrounding spaces.
During the design development phase of the project constructive and focused information was gathered from the primary cooks of the Glendi kitchen staff, catering company managers, experienced bartenders and the appliance vendor. Because of their
input, the final design of the remodeled kitchen will best satisfy the three noted objectives in a way that prudently utilizes our existing spaces and building systems without
having to undertake the substantial additional expense of expanding the kitchen footprint.

Achievements of Remodel:

New Kitchen

1. Doubled refrigeration and freezer volume;
2. Increased cooking capacity;
3. Clean-up and food preparation areas separated eliminating code violations
and circulation conflicts;
4. Twice as much counter area for food preparation with flexibility to triple the area;
5. A bathroom for cooking staff that is isolated from public space;
6. Designated floor area to accommodate two large mixers;
7. Installed two economical floor level gas burners for large pots with water access;
8. 136 square feet of accessible storage/shelving;
9. Increased the clear floor space area of the bar;
10. Re-designed bar equipment area to accommodate a two-person service operation;
11. Increased the bar area refrigerator capacity;
12. Efficiently organized bar storage and supplies area;

13. Coffee and ice machine relocated into service corridor away from food operations;
14. Separate larger freezer unit for daily operation storage;
15. Non-slip epoxy coated concrete floors for ease of cleaning and improve sanitation,
16. FRP panels applied to all walls exposed to food items for sanitation purposes
17. Decreased travel distance to clean-up drop off points from food entry locations.

God willing, we will be cooking again real soon!
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When the Saints Come Marching In
Do you recognize this painting of the icon of Saint Matthew? You will find Saint Matthew
over the left balcony in the Cathedral. Why is he holding an axe?
According to www.goarch.org this Apostle, who was also called Levi, was the son of
Alphaeus and had Galilee as his homeland. A publican before being called by Christ, he
became one of the Twelve Apostles, and an Evangelist. While still in Palestine, he
wrote his Gospel first in Hebrew, being also the first of all to write the Gospel. When he
is depicted in some icons, there is portrayed next to him the likeness of a man, one of
the symbolic living creatures mentioned by Ezekiel (1.10), which, as Saint Irenaeus
writes, is a symbol of our Saviour's Incarnation. As one of the Apostles, Matthew devoted the rest of his life spreading the Gospel of Christ. Saint Matthew’s name day is celebrated on November 16th.

To find out why he is holding an axe, you’ll need to research a little further and then
spread the word. Take a look at the painting of Saint Matthew next time you go up for
Antidoron or even better, sit up in the balcony during liturgy. He would probably enjoy
the company.

Building Fund Committee Update:
STEPPING BACK FOR MORE INPUT - EVALUATION OF OPTIONS CONTINUES FOR OUR CULTURAL CENTER RAMP AND
AMPHITHEATRE IMPROVEMENTS
At a recent joint meeting with the members of the parish council, we reviewed the conceptual designs
and recommendations from 3 landscape architects: Richard Kattman, Berkshire Design Group and Plan
Green Architecture; the designs were similar to our current layout , and included other considerations to
achieve multi use of the space. Given the size of this undertaking, with an estimated cost in the range of
$350,000 to $500,000, depending on the design, we decided as the leaders of our community that we
should pause and solicit additional feedback from our community , including our young families who will
have some interest in the direction we take. Over the years, this area has had its most use during our 3
day Glendi. But there’s more to consider - it is primary entry to our Cultural Center and a large amount of
space. And it is indeed in need of repair, as we have been communicating over the past 5 years. So, we
look to rolling out a quick and simple survey to gather this feedback and put a plan together to move forward in future months.

It

In the meantime, we continue to address the day to day maintenance and repair items that arise including the replacement of the
Altar Main Entrance Curtain Rod, repair of Wall Cracks and Paint Peel on the Altar North Wall Windows and other areas in our Cathedral, and Roof Leaks primarily over the Cultural Center Kitchen (which may be associated with the seams of our Noise Barrier
Walls). As we look ahead , there are other areas that we need to address with additional scoping , quotes and consideration of alternatives; these areas include : Upgrades to our Men’s and Ladies’ Bathrooms in the Cultural Center, Replacement of the Front
and Rear Soffits above the Entry Ways at the Cultural Center, Relocation of the T Stats in the Cultural Center to a Central Location,
Improving Accessibility to the Choir Loft, Replacement of the Cathedral Cushions, and the possibility of creating useful space in the
abandoned shower rooms in the lower level. This list is not all inclusive, but certainly hits some of the more important projects that
lie ahead.
Before closing, we would like to express our sympathy to the families of our deceased parishioners in the recent months; they will
always be in our thoughts and prayers and be missed by our St. George Community. We wish to thank them for designating memorial donations to our Cathedral. These donations we have received will be very helpful in offsetting the costs of the projects we pursue as we continue our focus on preserving our place of worship and ministries, and the place we break bread as one Christian
family always with the Grace of God.
We extend our best wishes for a safe and healthy summer to our St. George families and look forward to continuing our return to
worship and fellowship at our Cathedral,
Despina Costa and the members of the Building Fund Committee
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The Flower Stop
1146 Memorial Ave
West Springfield, MA 01089
413-739-6247

540 Main Street, West Springfield, MA 01089
413-736-5181

For over 10 years, the service provider to St. George Cathedral

Visit our website at: ees-security.com

Ruby Perakis, Owner

We are complete service provider for homes and businesses

rubyperakis1960@yahoo.com

St. Pierre
Phaneuf
Funeral Chapels

St. Pierre-Phaneuf Springfield
Chapels
(413)737-1177
St. Pierre-Phaneuf Aldenville Chapels
(413)532-9806
St. Pierre-Phaneuf Fairview Chapels
(413)533-3307

www.stpierrephaneuf.com

A Lasting Memory of the Journey Home
Paul A. Phaneuf, Matthew D. Sa-
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